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Abstract— Currently, library is a significant source of 

knowledge for educational institutions. Hence taking into 

consideration the eventual use of library by people we are 

developing a mobile application for library for smart phone 

users. This is an Engineering based recommended 

application. We are developing a three tier architecture that 

consists of Front End, Middle-ware and Back End. The Front 

End consists of Java functions and XML layouts. It 

represents the user friendly interface through which user can 

search as well as check the availability of books. The 

Middle-ware consists of PHP, where the data is retrieved and 

stored from Front End and Back End. MySQL and XAMPP 

server will be used in the Back End. The main concern of 

this application is to check the availability of books by 

presenting a new technique that is keyword searching. With 

context to the information retrieval, Stemming technique will 

be performed here. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile application is being used through electronic mobile 

device which is a gadget. The Android platform has an 

embedded feature called the Google Play Store which 

enables the developers to distribute their applications to the 

potential users World Wide. Users can check the availability 

of books through the mobile application itself in the 

presence of an internet connection. The server side consists 

of the details provided by the user. The to-and-fro 

connection between the client and server is via PHP. The 

data is sent from XML to Java. PHP parses the data from 

Java to database. The entire application is designed on 

Eclipse Software. It is a software that provides android setup 

for Mobile Application. 

This Library Access System Application saves 

Users valuable time by making complete procedure online. 

The application developed here is designed for KitKat 

version. 

And also the embedded SQLite database which is 

used to store Library related Information. Only registered 

users can perform login and access the Library database. 

Stemming technique which is the process used for reducing 

the derived words to their word stem is used here in context 

with searching. Android allows users to customize the home 

screen with the shortcuts of the application. The Android 

applications have an extension .apk (i.e. Android 

Application package which is a package file format used to 

install application onto the android phones) 

Mobile computing reduces the users efforts by 

covering all the library process through the application 

deployed on the phone. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Previously, the college relied heavily on paper records for 

this initiative to this method. In our existing system all the 

transaction of books are done manually, So taking more 

time for a transaction like searching of books. So after 

conducting the feasibility study we decided to make the 

manual Library management system into an application 

thereby making the users an easy way of retrieving 

information about the availability of books in the library. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this section, we present how to set up and develop this 

system. This android application serves the list of subjects 

for the academic year. The purpose of this application is to 

make users to easily access their library account in order to 

check the availability of the books in the library and search 

the books using keywords easily. 

The application is going to be developed using 

three tier architecture which consists of the Front End, 

Middleware, BackEnd. Different technologies and work will 

collaborate with each other. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Proposed System 

As shown in the Figure 1, Middleware will process 

the request made from Front-End to the Back-End. 

A. Front-End: 

The application developed here is designed for KitKat and 

higher version. The aim of this work is to design and 

implement an electronic application for the Android 

platform that will enable people to search books in a facile 

manner and check its availability securely from anywhere. 

The application as a whole is aimed at being compatible 

with devices from many manufacturers and running 

different versions of the operating system. The application is 

also aimed at being localized. Once if the user has installed 

the application in their Android device he/she will be 

notified with the current version and updates available for 

that application. As soon the user logins there appears the 

list of books available in the Library. The Book displayed 

with its name and they are present in their respective 

category. The books are sectioned according to the streams 

and their respective years. 

When the user will select a book from the list of 

books, the total number of books available in the library will 

be displayed with the help of Stemming Algorithm in 

context with keywords and with the help of server side data 

which is stored in MySQL database detailed information of 

all books will be provided. The user can also get and set 

notification about the due date for returning or issuing the 

book through the notification module. User can write 

suggestions to the admin regarding books or any queries 

related to the books. No two users can interact here. At the 

login side of the application, users will be provided with the 

library details. 
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Apart from this, admin can edit user profile as well 

as add and delete books required in the library application. 

Suggestions given by the users can be viewed by the admin 

and actions will be performed as per the users requirements. 

B. Middleware: 

We will be using PHP as middleware technology for 

connecting XAMPP MYSQL database with our android 

application. The main aim of using PHP is because it offers 

smooth interactions with database. 

For making connection of PHP Script with 

XAMPP MYSQL database we will use HTTP protocol from 

android system. If we talk about client server architecture 

client is our android device and server is the PHP Script and 

XAMPP MYSQL database. 

PHP code will run an SQL query, with a WHERE 

block depending on a data from POST/GET values and the 

output will be in JSON format. 

Middleware technologies act as an intermediator 

between the front-end and the back-end. 

 
Fig. 2: Architecture of Proposed System 

C. Back-End: 

In backend we will use JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) 

format. JSON is a lightweight text-based open standard 

designed for human readable data interchange. When 

android application will execute JSON will connect android 

device to PHP Script. PHP Script will fetch data from 

XAMPP MYSQL database and send it to device while 

encoding it in JSON format. As soon as the android device 

gets the encoded data it will parse it and display it on 

android device. In android application we are using Http 

Post to get data, convert response to string and parse JSON 

data according to our convenience. Back-end data may be in 

the form of images, files or queries JSON accepts all kinds 

of data formats it into the receiving platform data format and 

provides the output accordingly. 

 
Fig. 3: Detailed Architecture of Proposed System 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This thesis shows how implementation of library 

management would be on an android platform. It focused on 

the analysis of development of library application .The 

usability of this system is excellent if it will be used in real 

life library management and access process. It will be 

definitely helpful for the users who wish to know the 

availability of  a book in advance and can later on collect the 

book within the given time span . This application aims at 

presenting a new technique for keyword searching. The 

entire process will be made very easy by using this 

application. 

V. FUTURE WORK 

Our Future work aims at adding additional functionality of 

image validation for the security constraint and uniqueness. 

We consider using more automation in the application by 

providing information without registration process. 
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